I wrote a song about pandemics, the Rockefellers, and the Big Pharma conspiracy, check it out! Several classic /r/conspiracy threads were used as inspiration (lyrics/sources included).

Mr. Johnny Rockefeller back in 1909 said, "Hey JP Morgan, heard you got a cruise line let's make two titanic ships (it's OK if one of them's shit) we'll swap 'em in the evening when they go to sleep we'll sink one to the bottom of the ocean deep and everyone we don't like will have a watery night" now with a lack of competition and a whole lotta nerve they chuckled as they called it the quote "Federal Reserve" but it left them still wanting more so they instigated a "great" war and the soldiers on the front lines all lined up for their shots and Bayer said "here have some aspirin, don't worry take lots!" then young men began to die for an electromagnetic lie I've got the flus this darn flu done made me sick it's true I've got the flu-u-u-u-u-us I'm doin' the panic Hispanic
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now Tony told Obama "time to take our diseases and ship 'em overseas where we can do what we please and then we'll try to do a coup meanwhile we'll proselytize the WHO now Winnie the Pooh in China loves this tyranny shit we'll bribe and threaten governments to follow the script and we'll even tell them in advance Event 201 states the plan they bought up all the media it's the oldest trick in the book I guess that's why us frogs keep gettin' cooked people rarely question when their infection is fear they want us masked so the illusion lasts for many more years 'till we fall in line for the vaccine the revolving door of disease you've got the 'rona can't you see you sniffle and sneeze? oh no you've got the co-co-co-co-ro-ona (just don't say it's caused by 5G)

well they say Pasteur is the master but he's certainly not Béchamp was champion that history mostly forgot no viruses are to blame as the cause of your toxic terrain see when a cell gets ill it spills a lil' DNA and the scientists say "hey look, a virus!" and call it a day just make sure you brought your insurance they're into treatments but never cures now that our lives are paralyzed by veritable spooks the governments lie and hypnotize and put on their jackboots "together alone" we clap our hands to the rhythm of the Pandemic Dance coronavirus was devised to rule us through fear but it can't survive if we unite that's crystal clear they're criminalizing our thoughts you can't question the Holocoughs! say no to the 'rona don't you know that fear's the disease say no to the 'ro-o-o-o-ona say no to COVID-19 say no to the 'rona don't you know that fear's the disease say no to the 'ro-o-o-o-ona say no to COVID-19
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Rule 2 does not apply when replying to this stickied comment.

Rule 2 does apply throughout the rest of this thread.

What this means: Please keep any "meta" discussion directed at specific users, mods, or /r/conspiracy in general in this comment chain only.

I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Please contact the moderators of this subreddit if you have any questions or concerns.

---

Far better than my asshole brain thought it would be.

Yeah that's the state of things tho. Folks forget that it's still possible to hold your own with just you and your instrument. My specialty is ragtime and it's crazy how much a foreign concept live music like that is these days...kids are wide-eyed when they see it...they love it usually but it's like they're seeing something outside their familiarity zone. The parents are usually the oblivious ones, and they often don't even notice that their kid is interested.

Check out Tom Lehrer, he's a huge inspiration for me! Hardly anyone on the scene today is writing "edgy" songs like this that go against the status quo (or whatever you want to call it). But he was calling out pedophilia in the church in the 50's/60's! And folks like the Smothers Brothers who basically were cancelled because of their antiwar/antiestablishment bent. We need more of that! I literally have zero career (this stuff isn't exactly "radio friendly" lol) but if I did I'd be pumping out albums of this shit, that's for sure. Right now I just make these when I can.

Anyway, thanks again!!

---
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Check out Tom Brier if you haven’t already, beautiful ragtime improvisation.

Check out Tom Brier

oh man you don’t even know, I’ve gone on record as saying Tom is my spirit animal!

But seriously, he’s my mentor and I can boast that I’m one of the few people that regularly stayed over at his house before he had his car accident.

There are also a ton of vids of us jamming together on Tom’s own pieces and other rags: Over the Top, Doghouse Blues, Rising Star, Frisky Fingers, Parallelograms, Flurries, Taint no Sin...here’s my version of Tom’s insane piece Razor Blades which I modulate through all 12 keys at the end lol! and finally here’s an entire set of Tom’s music that I played at a ragtime festival.

Tom is a hero to the ragtime community...he’s an inspiration...I play his music every time I have a gig and during every live stream.

Last but not least, this might be my favorite footage of Tom. He’s playing the Entertainer at a ragtime festival that I organized and directed. I think this may be the last footage we have of him playing before the accident so it’s very special.

Fortunately his legacy is more than in tact because folks like you are spreading the word! Thank you!

Keep it up man you got something good going here. Just keep it as far as you can from the cheese line if that makes sense lol!

Last but not least, this might be my favorite footage of Tom. He’s playing the Entertainer at a ragtime festival that I organized and directed. I think this may be the last footage we have of him playing before the accident so it’s very special.

Fortunately his legacy is more than in tact because folks like you are spreading the word! Thank you!

Keep it up man you got something good going here. Just keep it as far as you can from the cheese line if that makes sense lol!
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[-] foudring [S] 2 points 12 hours ago

ok that's fair, but I didn't say it was great, just passable and good enough to get the point across. I do recognize presentation is important though.

permalink embed save parent report reply

[-] insignificant 3 points 15 hours ago

Holy shit. I'd say! I clicked already rolling my eyes just "knowing" I was gonna give it a few seconds TOPS and then click off after laughing at how "stupid" it surely was.

Nope. This was truly good. Very good, OP. Very good indeed.

permalink embed save parent report reply

[-] scarlit 1 point 5 days ago

agreed. it also reminded me i need to listen to fiona apple's new album.

i must admit though, when i saw the all seeing eye on OP's tshirt i was a little turned off.

permalink embed save parent report reply

[-] foudring [S] 1 point 4 days ago

It was worn ironically and is my friend's band :)

permalink embed save parent report reply

[-] scarlit 2 points 4 days ago

my friend's band :)

i understand why you'd wanna support your friend's band, but in general, i think wearing these things is still promoting them. it's a great symbol though, so i do get the appeal.

permalink embed save parent report reply

[-] foudring [S] 5 points 4 days ago

I think I was going for more of a "use their own symbols against them as you expose them" approach but I get where you're coming from.

permalink embed save parent report reply
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Here's some similar conspiracy stuff I've done if you like this:

Wernher von Braun by Tom Lehrer (Updated): youtube - bitchute
Foil by "Weird Al" Yankovic (Updated): youtube - bitchute
Mueller Time: youtube - bitchute - sources

and I guess these are more in the realm of social commentary:

A Russian Fantasy: youtube - bitchute
My NPC and Me: youtube - bitchute

The Russian Fantasy is the best of this bunch for sure.

Thanks that one is catchy and fun to sing! I wish there was a larger market for this kind of songwriting, or I'd do it way more.

wow man- i love the content and music. i'm hearing the gilbert and sullivan and cole porter inspiration- you're def doing a Tom Lehrer thing and are a brilliant writer. You're a true artist and scholar.

Just too much awesome. I often hum your Von Braun song to myself.

These songs are a great testament to your hard work and honed skills.
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Wow this is great. Just listened on YouTube, it's catchy AF. Nice job man.

I really hope this gets more coverage. It is such a palatable way to explain so much. I'm sending this around my friends who aren't aware. You did an amazing job man, thank you.

I really, really appreciate that!

I tried to make this a crash course for conspiracy veterans and neophytes, which was the hardest part I think.

You nailed it man. The fact that you have it all sourced in the lyrics is amazing, I've dreamed of doing stuff like this lmao this will be the first thing I send to people who are neophytes in regards to real history

standing ovation

Awesome and very catchy. I enjoyed a lot

Fresh new music with superb lyrics... Ahhh, so pleasant for my ears after tons and tons of shit music. Perfectly done, in my opinion, and I see through the comments, not only mine.

Perhaps you can make some artistic video for it in the future?
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I have zero skills in video production but this song is under the creative commons license so I encourage anyone to use it as they please! I would love to see an animation for it or something. I probably would want to rerecord for better audio (this is straight from my laptop's mic which is meh).

It's still a great sound, I am listening it again and I am waiting my gf to come back from work so we can listen it together :D. Unfortunately, I don't know anyone as well but I truly hope to see more and more from you in the future! Keep doing what you do!

I would buy this

I'm shocked. I so hope this goes viral. On point dude you are so talented. Do one about the sick pedos..if u haven't yet

Man, you nailed it. Thanks for using your talents and your knowledge to bring a good energy to the crazy mind fuck we're in. Much love brother 🙌

PS. I think I found a new love for ragtime. Thanks man!
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This is a wonderful compliment and made my night, thank you! I love singing and playing but haven't been able to get gigs for years, even though I'm happy to play pop shit or whatever. There literally is no call for live pianists/singers anymore, and trust me I've been looking for 20 years! not complaining, just the reality of it.

---

[-] Aura_Blaze_Official 1 point 4 days ago

Awesome work dude!!! Such clever lyrics, fucking love it man! Great to see other artists spreading the truth. Keep up the great work brother!

If anyone here likes psychedelic rock, I myself am exposing corruption and conspiracies through my project Aura Blaze (on Spotify, iTunes, Bandcamp, all streaming services). People have given me great reviews on my song "No Soul That Couldn't Be Sold in Hollywood" which has a lyric video you can watch here: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-uSHJ9VuRY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-uSHJ9VuRY)

This song highlights the Satanic propensities of the Hollywood elite, touching on subjects such as Freemasonry, reptilians, and selling one's soul. I hope you enjoy it!

---

[-] wortl_the_scribe 1 point 2 days ago

It's good but too long with the same loop. Be like tool, their ten minute songs have 10 different tones and feelings with a central theme. You've got what I consider a good start to what could be a great masterpiece.

---

[-] foundring 2 points 12 hours ago

I hear you and almost tried to add a different musical section, but then I found myself getting distracted from the flow of the lyrics. so instead I let the different lyrics color the different sections instead of the music, which is out of my comfort zone actually because music comes more naturally to me than lyrics.

---

[-] shadowpaint 1 point 1 day ago

Nicely done, man. That was awesome!

Went ahead and subbed to your channel as well. Keep up the amazing work!
EDIT Just showed it to my boyfriend. While we were listening, I found a line from the later part of the song that just resonated with me:

"People rarely question when their infection is fear"

Might have to borrow that line.
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WillingKaleidoscope

Some people say it's very palatable. Give you a standing ovation etc. I disagree. It makes you look exactly like how I don't want to be seen. Like a conspiretard. And I kind of feel you are making fun of the conspiracy community as a whole. There is way too much going on. And you know that, because you have to use links to your lyrics. It's not deep. It's shallow. And it sounds like something a high school student would write.

You can't just say we built two titanics, sank one with everyone we don't like, to start the federal reserve. Those three things together mean nothing without context. All the context is missing. (I know it's in the links, but that's the juicy part)

I've been a conspiracy theorist for over twenty years and its shit like this that make us look like fools.

foundring

I totally get where you're coming from man but I really think you misread me and my intention behind this song.

because you have to use links to your lyrics

Well see you can't just spell out a bunch of data and details in lyrics or people tune out. Good lyrics have to flow but also inform. There's just enough info in these lyrics to lead people to the entrance of the rabbit hole, and the sources are there if they want to dive in I guess.

You can't just say we built two titanics, sank one with everyone we don't like, to start the federal reserve. Those three things together mean nothing without context. All the context is missing.

Well you see that's not what this song is about. The titanic story sets the frame of what follows. Also, it doesn't need to be fleshed out anyway because the details are so vague anyway. The titanic-->federal reserve conspiracy is more a metaphor than anything. It's a metaphor for the idea that a group of elites consolidated power in the early 20th, which led to the takeover of the US $ supply and a hundred years of war.

But still this song isn't about that. It's about the takeover of medicine by big pharma. The Rockefeller/elite takeover really took off around the Titanic/fed time, so it's how I chose to set the stage for the rest of the story.

and its shit like this that make us look like fools.
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I'm really sorry you feel this way. You can't win em all. No one listens if you just bash em over the head with harsh realities, you have to ham it up a little to keep their interest.

I've been writing songs and performing for over 20 years so in some ways I'm an expert in what sticks and what doesn't. I think maybe you should come at this song from the view of someone who maybe doesn't know that much about conspiracies instead of a veteran. The idea is when people are enjoying themselves they relax and their guard is let down, and then maybe they are more receptive to different ideas. It's just a thought.

Anyways thanks for sharing your thoughts here, I really do appreciate hearing your perspective. We have a hard job of trying to wake people up and making them care at the same time.

"I think maybe you should come at this song from the view of someone who maybe doesn't know that much about conspiracies instead of a veteran. The idea is when people are enjoying themselves they relax and their guard is let down, and then maybe they are more receptive to different ideas. It's just a thought."

I think what you are saying here makes a lot of sense. But I don't think you did that with the song. In fact it's way too much information to handle within a short period of time. You want to tell a story that's easy to digest. Maybe do a whole song just about the olimpia and titanic.

Even though you are saying that that's not what the song is about. (Then you should edit this part out and not use it and build out what you do want the song to be about.)

I think that's my problem. You are trying too hard and cramp too much into one song. You want it to be palatable and easy to digest. Then you shouldn't have to need to use links to show people what you mean. Then people should get it as soon as they hear it.

Right now if I would show this to someone I know to see if I can get them to open their eyes just a little bit, they would think I would be a lune.

Obviously this is just my opinion and you should do whatever makes you happy. But those are my criticisms.
You are right about this, but have you stepped outside? The NWO is here...we don't have time for slow hand-holding to wake people up anymore.

they would think I would be a lune.

What's that saying, first they call you crazy....?

[–] WillingKaleidoscope -1 points 4 days ago

You are contradicting yourself. First you want to have a palatable song now you feel like you can't hold hands. You can't be both.

You aren't waking anyone up. That is the whole point I'm making. It's self indulgent.

[–] ClarityofSignal 2 points 2 days ago

Maybe he's simply doing what comes natural because of his talents and the way his mind perceives things. We all have our own roles to play. In the grand scheme of things maybe its not so much about saving the world as it is about ones own spiritual journey here on Earth and the roles we choose to play to awaken the consciousness within. Personally, I like the lyrics. Its very talented writing and makes the listener question things deeper. Judging from all the material provided, the creator knows full well his own role in this world.

[–] WillingKaleidoscope 1 point 2 days ago

I'm sure it's doing what comes natural to him. That's why he's done it, the way he does it. I'm not questioning that or criticizing that. I'm also not criticizing him as a person, just the piece he posted. I get why people like it, I just think that the mission he had is not a success. I don't think he's waking anyone up, and the reason for me thinking that is, because I'm turned off by it and I'm a major conspiracy geek. If I would show this to my non conspiracy friends they would roll their eyes.

So then what's the purpose of the art. If you only get some of the people already knowing about this kind of things. Then it becomes self indulgent. And a showing of look how much I know about this, and how good I can write lyrics. And maybe how I can somewhat hold pitch with my voice and tinker on the piano.

If you want to captivate a larger audience I don't think this is the way to do it.

Again just my opinion. Maybe he can take away something from it and improve what he aims to do.
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https://soundcloud.com/user-586834328/propaganda-barrage-balance-shift

This was great to read, thank you a lot.

chill out man, i understand your stress but he's just preaching to the choir with this song. if you already have the context, it's great song. it's not for the vulgar.

You actually think Fauci and Obama created Coronavirus and spread it around the world so everyone would have colds? Hah what the fuck?
Well, no. Do you know about "gain-of-function" research? Dr. Fauci's promotion of gain of function research may have contributed to COVID-19 pandemic

Also, the "everyone would have colds" is a joke and is the whole point of the psyop. We're all being poisoned by big pharma, pesticides, bad medicine, etc. and so they're blaming it on a "coronavirus" that might not even exist. If it does exist, it came from a lab but has already been "corrected" by natural mutation. The symptoms for COVID-19 are so generic that literally any ailment can be called coronavirus if you try hard enough, that's why it worked so well and fooled so many people.
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Are they right? Thoughts?

[–] Swillie 0 points 5 days ago

[!] "Guys, half of the problems in the world comes from pedophilia as well as proprietary/closed source software being protected. Proprietary software and closed source software allow for the very few to get power over the digital applications you use, as well as give a single compromise point, giving power to few people to use ads against you! So please share this comment with everyone."

[–] CBDCURES16 0 points 5 days ago

Please record this as a song, to a tune and post it! I love it! Well done.

[–] foundring |S| 1 point 4 days ago

I did already :)

[–] string_bean_incident 0 points 5 days ago

"Wrote a song about it! Wanna hear it?" A line from some comedy skit that I now cannot remember popped into my head. So there ya go.

[–] Orangutan 0 points 2 days ago

Scootle Royale

Everybody Knows...

[–] sweetapples17 -1 points 4 days ago

I have a similar one called lucifer's blessing

Freely falling away out of your sight, blissful moments I feel while in flight
The ground draws so near, its for the end i fear

Animals crawl helpless on hands and knees, money power greed is what they need

I hear their shouts

I hear their screams

They call out for help

And they bleed

Bodies fall lifeless face in the street, victims of a war they cannot see, statistics of our new policies

Building cities so pretty at night, fueld by their egos and built for their fights

They built them so tall, they built them to fall

Guided by my hand

They fall into the plan

They don't know where they go

But they follow

Thirst will drive the next revolution, felt by the youngest of our generations, sick of all the new pollutants, I can see it, its already happened.
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